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Our goal is to discover advanced tools which tackle some of the refugees needs that live in Europe, with special 

regard for those originating from Syria. The plan of the project has been founded on a past investigation of the 

entities. This review has enabled us to distinguish the qualities of every one to have the capacity to help 

displaced people, organizing those that can be secured by one of the partners through the trading of good 

practices and training. 

 

Main objectives. At the end of the project, youth workers that participate in it can expect to have: 

 

1. Enhanced their insight about the displaced people's circumstance in the three nations included, 

including the location of their principle needs. 

2. Adapted new procedures to convey business enterprise to youth and youthful displaced people. 

3. Learned, rehearsed and demonstrated to accomplishment in activity layout and usage. 

 

The main activities in the Project include: 

 

a) The acknowledgment of three transnational meetings, in which the working arrangement will be 

reviewed and we will assess the current situation of the project. 

b) Two learning activities: 

 The first will be a 3-day participatory visit to Turkey, in which the guests will find out about 

the displaced people's issues on their entry to Europe. 

 b.2) A 10-day course in Spain with the assistance of 19 participants, whose goal is to learn and 

encounter a participatory and imaginative strategy for project outline and enterprise. The 

strategy of the course will associate each hypothesis lesson with pragmatic cooperation to 

mutually characterize the key ranges expected to begin composing an sustainable activity 

(targets, extend objective, arranging tasks, planning, economy and gathering pledges) and 

engage and motivate the participating team (facilitation, conflict management, reflection and 

constructive feedback, innovation, creativity and collective intelligence).   

The contents will be: M1. Introduction to the project design. M2. Building teams. M3&4. 

Planning projects. M5. Partners’ experience with refugees and digital tools. V1. Visit to the 

NGO "Cantabria Acoge". M6. From planning to action. V2. Visit to Red Cross. M7. Group 

dynamics. M8. Sopcial entrepreneurship. V2. Visit to Red Cross. 

c) Five exercises whose goal is to supplement, set in motion and scatter the information got in the learning 

exercises: 

 In order to connect the situation of the refugees in Turkey with the situation in the other two countries 

involved, the three entities will draft a joint report that includes the situation of this target group in each 

country. 

 During the project outline course, the members will set up regular objectives and methodology to 

characterize a communitarian extend whose reason for existing is the advancement of a digital tool that 

can add to the welfare of youthful outcasts in Europe. This new venture will be characterized in detail in 

the second year of the key organization and will be comprehensive of the elements cooperatively 

composing the content of the venture that will be introduced in the Erasmus+ call of April 2020. 

 keeping in mind the end goal to guarantee that the learning results achieve all individuals from the 

associations, an internal dissemination campaign will be carried out at each of the entities during the 

diverse periods of the venture, with a workshop highlighting an outline of practices traded and lessons 

learned. 

 A conference in Spain to share the learning and outcomes achieved during the project with other entities 

out of this partnership. 

 A promotional video of the project will be made and spread using the social networks of the 

organizations. 


